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The secret and empowering messages contained within Christ’s thirty parables—an

astonishing and practical blueprint for the life you are destined for.In The Hidden Parables, Dr.

Todd Michael unveils a hidden layer of meaning within the thirty enigmatic parables spoken by

Christ that shows that the parables are not a random collection of stories but a unified system

of knowledge. This integrated system of knowledge describes how to use the spiritual

law of thought forms—of controlled intentions—to create more beneficial, more miraculous

circumstances in our personal lives. The information it presents is clear and very useful.

Moreover, this system bears an uncanny symmetry with many of today’s leading-edge ideas

from quantum physics. In The Hidden Parables, the parables are meticulously

retranslated, retaining the expressiveness of the original Greek and giving the reader a literal

understanding of the words of Jesus. Those aspects of Christ’s words that are sometimes

considered confounding are freshly revealed for their penetrating insights into human existence

and for the hands-on methodology they provide for a greater self-understanding and for leading

a more fulfilling life.

About the AuthorTodd Michael has served as the medical director emergency room and level-

three trauma center. He is a popular national speaker and the author of The Twelve Conditions

of a Miracle. He is also the author of the successful self-published work Evolution forthcoming

in a Tarcher edition. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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The more we study reality,the more we run up against a wall of mysteries.—What the Bleep Do

We Know, 2004 The disciples asked him, why do you teach us in parables?And answering he

said to them,Because it has been given to youto know the mysteries . . .—Matthew 13:10-11

A Note to the ReaderTHE THIRTY PARABLES REPRESENT more than one-third of all the

words spoken by the Nazarene and subsequently recorded in the various Gospels. They were

obviously of great importance to him. However, the parables are not what they would seem to

be—a loosely collected series of teaching stories. An in-depth translation of the original Greek

reveals a hidden layer of meaning, a hidden series of parables. This hidden series of parables

clearly indicates that the stories are actually a deliberately sequenced and carefully integrated

series of lessons, a singular and superb system of learning—a system that is unrevealed in

ordinary translations.The potent sequence of lessons contained within the parables is

obviously to be studied, practiced, and ultimately mastered by those seeking true spiritual

evolution. Learning about the lessons of the parables is a relatively quick and easy task.

Reading this book alone will suffice to inform you of their general nature. But putting the

lessons into practice and staying with them for the years necessary to truly master them is a

much larger matter. You could easily spend your entire life delving into their depths, staying

with them for year after year, observing their spectacularly powerful effects in your life at every

level.However, daunting as the attainment of “mastery” might be, true expertise in the parables’

lessons guarantees profound rewards. Even a modest degree of effort will unlock a

considerable portion of the miraculous and infinite potential that lies deep within you, dormant,

and waiting to be awakened. Knowledge and practice of the thirty lessons so carefully

constructed and arranged within the sequence will activate your innate and God-given abilities

to heal disease, to manifest more abundant spiritual and material circumstances, and even to

know and communicate with divine intelligence. In truth, mastery of these powerful lessons will

awaken your abilities to accomplish miraculous things you cannot, in your current state, even

begin to imagine.Remember, the great teacher told us in no uncertain terms that we would do

“even greater works than these.” The parables are the directions for how you can arrive at a

state of personal evolution in which you can do such works. For the parables are the way the

teacher gave us that would allow us to perceive as he perceived, think as he thought, and do

as he did.As you will learn, the parables are the distillation of all the great mystical traditions

and mystery schools. Although they are predominantly an extension of Jewish mystical

teachings—from the Essenes and Kabbalah, as we would logically suspect—they also contain

the classic initiations and core “secrets” of all the great traditions, both Eastern and Western in

origin.But these great secrets are not simply repackaged and rearticulated by the teacher.

Rather, these profound truths and powerful secrets are brought to a brilliant and beautifully

blended synthesis by the Nazarene. They contain many of the elements of their parent

influences and are yet as gifted children, completely different and more highly advanced. This



brilliantly conceived and beautifully articulated synthesis contains many recognizable concepts,

yet is a system of knowledge that is entirely new and different.A complaint that is often heard

regarding Christianity is that it has, realistically speaking, become irrelevant and obsolete in

our technologically advanced world, a world with instruments that can see at once to the end of

the universe and deep into the subatomic fabric of reality, a world of quantum truths and

paradoxes that even the most brilliant of our Newtonian forebearers could never begin to

imagine. However, when the true depths of the parable lessons are unlocked and seen for what

they really are, it becomes immediately obvious that their truths easily encompass even the

most advanced concepts of our modern quantum world, even the so-called “quantum

mysteries.” The greatest quantum mystery, for example, is how the human mind can actually

influence the way matter and energy behave at the subatomic level. Other quantum mysteries

involve things like “tunneling,” “entanglement,” ‘non-locality,” and multiple universes. These

peculiar and wondrous phenomena, which we will study within, are all addressed by the

complex metaphors the parables articulate. But more than that, the parables reveal the

practical import of these quantum mysteries—how they can actually be applied in useful ways

to solve real problems in the real world. THIS BOOK REVEALS the teacher’s hidden sequence

of parables and shows you exactly how to use their incredibly powerful series of lessons—to

remodel your life, your self, and your circumstances in dramatic and extraordinarly effective

ways. If you follow the path they illuminate before you, you will, in due course, find yourself in a

world of beauty, truth, healing, and fascination—the likes of which you have never before

imagined.

PrefaceIT WAS TIME to review the lessons of the day. I took a deep breath of crisp desert air

and scanned the sky. It was clear and cold in the morning’s early hours and the great comet

Hale-Bopp burned in the desert sky to the north. Its tail stood out from the black, moonless sky

like a pale bridal veil blown back into the constellations. To see the other tail, you had to wait in

the darkness, letting your eyes adjust, letting the visual purple accumulate in the retinas until

night vision eased in. Then it could be perceived—an exquisitely pale, aquamarine blush,

shorter and stubbier than the white tail, but even more striking for its color—a neon aura

generated by high-energy solar winds blowing across the tail’s complex milieu of gases.I read

later there was a third tail, too. Using special cameras and techniques that reveal details

beyond the spectrum of human vision, astronomers photographed a gorgeous, etheric, yellow

tail nested within the blue one. This newly discovered tail—a lovely allegory for the potential

splendor of the unseen—was caused by the ionization of sodium atoms. I remember thinking

while admiring its picture in an astronomy magazine, “I wonder how much else remains

unseen, unknown. I wonder if it, too, may be so beautiful.”We had come to view the comet from

this vantage point at the edge of the Canyon de Chelly in the northeast corner of Arizona

because the light pollution was so low and the view so clear. But mostly we had come because

we wanted to spend Easter with our Navajo friends, whose ancestors had inhabited the edge

of this spectacular natural wonder since the Anasazi had mysteriously disappeared, leaving it

vacant four centuries ago. We were sponsoring the eldest daughter of the family through her

early education and had been invited to stay in their home at the edge of the canyon. Earlier

that afternoon, I had learned an interesting lesson in their company, and it kept playing in my

mind.It had happened on the descent into the canyon itself. The family, led by the venerable

mother, wanted to take us to the bottom to explore some of the ancient ruins. The main trail

was a moderately rigorous descent. Granted, the Canyon de Chelly is smaller than its massive

cousin, the Grand Canyon, but it is quite formidable in its own right with a vertical drop of



around eight hundred feet. The trail offers a spectacular view of Spider Rock, a windblown,

sandstone monolith projecting from the canyon floor like a large skyscraper.Navajo creation

legend has it that a great being, Spider Woman, lives at the top of the formation. It is said that,

in the beginning, there was a deep purple light at the dawn of creation. Spider Woman, also

known as “Thought Woman” and “Creation Thinker Woman,” spun lines of silk to form the east,

west, north, and south. Then, she used the clay of the earth—red, yellow, white, and black—to

create people. To each human being she attached a thread of her web, which came from the

doorway at the top of her head. This thread was the gift of creative wisdom. This “Creation

Thinker Woman,” who weaves existence together like the great strands of a web, then formed

the Star People, who walk among us to this day, graced with clear crystal for eyes.The Dine, as

the Navajo refer to themselves, came into the canyon when they emerged from another

dimension—the third dimension of their creation legend—and into this one, a fourth world, or

dimension, formed to accommodate their evolution. Shortly thereafter, Spider Woman, with her

miraculous powers, saved the Dine from annihilation, and subsequently made her home at the

top of Spider Rock. It is this great being that gave the Dine the art of weaving, which they

practice so exquisitely to this day.As we negotiated the rocky trail to the bottom, winding back

and forth in sharp switchbacks against the stratified walls, we descended through hundreds of

millions of years of evolution. Down and down through countless layers of Permian sandstone

in infinite shades of ochre and magenta we dropped, descending through 230 million years of

biological history, glimpsing myriad bits and pieces of increasingly primitive plant and animal

species fossilized in the compressed sand of ancient ocean floors—brachiopods, ferns,

nautiloids, bivalves, corals, and many others.It was hot and the trail was lengthy. I calculated it

would take about an hour to get to the bottom. Suddenly, without a word, the eldest daughter

skipped ahead like a fairy, her long black braid bobbing in the sun. Then, just as suddenly, she

hopped onto a large flat boulder balanced at the end of the switchback. She turned, waved as if

to say good-bye, and disappeared over the edge. “She must have cut the trail to get down to a

deeper switchback,” I thought to myself. “She’ll probably beat us down there by a couple of

minutes, but that’s an awfully dangerous way to save a little time.” Walking on, a short time later

we reached the boulder where the nimble girl had disappeared. Shading my eyes, I peered

cautiously over the edge. What I saw jolted me with disbelief. There at the bottom, eight

hundred feet below, our girl stood at the base of a massive cottonwood tree. She was waving

up at us slowly.This was simply not possible. She had completed a journey requiring the better

part of an hour in under three minutes. Her mother just smiled her enigmatic Mona Lisa smile

and said nothing.When I arrived at the bottom, I looked back up to see if I could figure out how

she had gotten down with such supernatural speed. Carved into the walls here and there were

a few handholds that would allow passage down some of the sheer cliff formations. They were

faint in most cases and horribly precarious. They offered a few clues, but I couldn’t put together

anything resembling a continuous route, much less one easy enough for a preteen to negotiate

so quickly and easily.“Look.” She laughed lightly, pointing to her entry point near the top. “There

and there. See?” Step by step she pieced together about half the intricate route from the top

with a pointed finger and her usual economical narrative. A series of carved handholds here, a

series of natural ones there, a swing around a precipice, another run of handholds, a terrifying

but very doable jump onto a ledge with a five-hundred-foot drop-off—and a practiced individual

could make it to the bottom in no time.Apparently the way was a secret, which was why she

wouldn’t show me all of it. And it was old, so old it predated recorded history. The ancestrals

had recognized centuries ago that proficiency with a shortcut could mean the difference

between life and death in an emergency. Knowledge of the route had been precious and top



secret. A tribal member was initiated informally into the use of the handholds during early

adolescence.I don’t believe these modern Dine thought much about this route anymore. It was

just another mundane feature of their daily life. But, like the comet, the route seemed another

valuable allegory to me, a kind of personal parable. It was a metaphor illustrating

simultaneously the power of secret ways, the value of the initiation process, and the ability for a

shift in perception to create an apparent miracle. AS THIS BOOK CAME TO BE, it became

clear that the thirty parables of Christ are an analogous kind of secret pathway. As you delve

into their depths, you will find that, like the young Navajo’s precipitous path to the bottom of the

canyon, the action steps suggested by the lessons of the parables offer a less circuitous and

more efficient route to deeper states of personal evolution. But you will also find that some of

the steps to be mastered along your way are, like the steps along the girl’s rocky path,

“terrifying but very doable.” This is because they are all about you.The strata through which the

parables would have us descend are not geological layers but layers of the deep self—

encrustations of fear, thick laminations of fossilized resentments, compacted deposits of ego. It

is always the self that separates us from the source of true abundance, the source of life. This

is why the path to true fulfillment—where your dreams will finally merge seamlessly with reality

—must inevitably challenge you to confront anxiety-provoking revelations about your deepest

character defects. And the path must of necessity demand that you take action to correct them.

This can be extraordinarily daunting.If this seems an exaggeration, be forewarned: It is not. You

will be challenged. I’ll give you an example in order to prepare you for the kinds of self-

correction that will be demanded of you. The very first parable in the series we will study will

have you open up some of your deepest wounds, and will have you forgive everyone for whom

you hold a resentment or a grudge. This will apply particularly to those who have offended you

most gravely.If there is someone who has deeply offended you and for whom you hold a major

and “well-justified” resentment—you will have to go through a potentially painful process in

which you honestly confront your own role in the development of the conflict that led to your

perceived offense. This may then logically require that you meet with and seek the forgiveness

of that very person who has “hurt you.” If this prospect does not, at the moment, seem

particularly anxiety-provoking, just wait until the day when you must actually walk up to that

person’s door with hat in hand to clear your soul of the darkness that is ruining your ability to

work miracles. But take heart, for you will have guidance along the way. Remember: It’s

terrifying, but doable.If we think about it, we would only expect this kind of largesse to be

demanded of us, wouldn’t we? We know the character of the man who taught these lessons.

We know that he was all about forgiveness, all about turning the other cheek, all about the

Golden Rule—treating others as we ourselves would like to be treated. How could we ever

reasonably expect to work the same kinds of miracles the teacher worked if we cannot act with

the same kind of generosity, sacrifice, consideration, clarity, and loving intent that the teacher

demonstrated in such profound ways.So, know now before you begin that the way is not magic.

There is no magic path that will take you to the promised land. Miracles are not magic. They

involve hard work, which is why those who perform them are called “miracle workers.” Mastery

of the parable sequence is not a trivial matter, however. It is not likely that any of us will

approach anything resembling true mastery anytime soon. The path the parable lessons form

is a long path. Mastery will require as much diligence, practice, patience, and persistence as

any other path leading to advanced knowledge—the overall process resembling, in length and

difficulty, mastering a classical instrument such as violin or piano, acquiring advanced literacy

in a complex foreign language, or finishing a formal doctoral program in medicine or law.But

know also that if you proceed in good faith and do the work on your self that the parables



outline, you will get to the place you want to be in life. And know that even modest knowledge

of the way outlined by the parables will begin to bring untold blessings into your life almost

immediately. The way is a promise. And it cannot be a false promise, for it comes not from me

or any worldly author, but from Spirit, through a wonderful teacher who did everything he could

to try to help us understand. The “secret” steps described by the parables will most certainly

allow you to make quantum leaps in spiritual and personal development as soon as you begin

putting them into practice. And in due course, the route described in this book will take you

from your current level to a level of security, prosperity, health, and love of which you have

previously only dreamed.EVOLUTION: THE NEW PARADIGMWe say that we want to evolve

and we want to know how the parables can help us. But do we really understand what

evolution is? Do we really understand just how profound this radical process is? Or can we

only guess, like children, until the day comes that we actually arrive at our future states of

consciousness? I for one increasingly believe that I do not understand evolution and cannot

therefore fully appreciate it. But I can offer some suggestions. And they are highly intelligent

suggestions as well, for they come from the German philosopher Hegel.Hegel was the

originator of the concept known as a dialectic, which is just a fancy name for a way of

developing or evolving. Dialectical evolution is much different from linear evolution, which

occurs step by incremental step in a straight line. By contrast, dialectic evolution occurs via a

series of triangles.What Hegel said is that when true evolution occurs, it begins at a specific

starting point that he called the thesis. The thesis can be anything from a political or theological

system or belief, a scientific theory, a psychological or sociological process, or merely a point

of view. As the evolutionary process proceeds, this thesis gradually but inexorably turns into its

opposite. This new, opposite state Hegel called the antithesis.But it was the next step where

things got really interesting. For according to Hegel, in the next step the thesis and its opposite,

the antithesis, merge into something entirely new. This hybrid state is entirely different from

either of its parents yet contains elements of both parent states. Hegel dubbed this third step in

the evolutionary sequence the synthesis.But the process doesn’t stop with the synthesis. Now

the synthesis is poised to become the starting point for an entirely new triad. Now the synthesis

becomes, in effect, the thesis for the next quantum step in the evolutionary sequence.
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Judy Helm Wright aka Auntie Artichoke, “Wonderful Book That Answers Your Questions. This

came in divine timing. I have been pondering and studying about the seen and unseen who

give us guidance in life. I really enjoy Dr. Todd Michael's writing and explanations of things that

may have been confusing. This a great book to read just before meditation.wiseJudy

HelmWright--Author/Blogger/Intuitive Wise Woman”

Brad Swift, “Outstanding New Thought Perspective on Christ's Parables. Michael Todd had

done an outstanding job digging deeply into the parables of Jesus to uncover the sometimes

hidden messages and nuggets of wisdom within. And he does it in an entertaining, thought

evoking method that includes specific steps on how to apply and integrate the wisdom into
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one's life. While not necessarily for the more conservative Christian, if you have leanings in the

New Thought direction, this book is a 'must read' for you. Take your time, read, ponder and

apply the parable teaching to gain significant along your spiritual path.”

Debra May, “Wonderful book. What a hidden treasure this book is. I wish it was on the Best

Seller's list so more people could read and enjoy it. I am a prosperity coach and this is one I

recommend to clients to let them see that God wants us to be prosperous so we can share our

talents and treasures with others.Thank you. Todd Michaels for this wonderful book.Debra May”

lhughes777, “Hidden Parables.... a way of life?. I am very much enjoying this book, and am

actaully doing the suggestions. I would highly recommend it to anyone who would like to know

themselves better!To anyone who has not yet read it..... please read "Evolution Angel." It was

written by the same author, but published under the pen name Dr. Michael Abrams. It is a

wonderful book!”

Shirley S, “Must Read. A must read for anyone wanting to really understand what Jesus was

saying.”

Jonathan E. Cresong, “Very Interesting. Its a bit biased but then isn't everything Bible related?

I did enjoy Michaels interpretation of the parables and it stimulated me to think differently.

Anytime you can read a book like this and it change you on some level, that's worth

recommending.”

Robert Jones, “Five Stars. Unbelievably good!”

Frances McCreary, “Top five. I have been reading and studying metaphysics and spirituality for

about 40 years.. This book ranks in the top 5 books I have ever read on the subject. It's fairly

deep, but very rewarding if you complete it.”

Brian R. Roadhouse, “A view from the parsonage !!. Still working through this work of life .. but

the first reading is very exciting !!”

The book by Todd Michael has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 30 people have provided feedback.
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